
 

LipSense® LipSmooth™ Conditioning Polish 

 

LipSmooth Conditioning Polish is a natural-based, non-abrasive 

polish that exfoliates and conditions lips to prepare them for 

perfect LipSense application. This unique polish gently exfoliates 

and conditions lips to help restore lips to their naturally moisturized 

and supple, conditioned state. 

 

The Science Behind the Product 

For those who have used traditional lipsticks, the constant use of 

wax-based products leaves lip vermillion damaged and lip tissue 

dehydrated. LipSmooth Conditioning Polish helps lips that have 

been damaged by traditional lipsticks, dry conditions or 

dehydration feel smooth and renewed, re-moisturized, soft and 

conditioned. The gentle polish contains SenePlex+ ComplexTM for 

anti-aging protection and nourishment. Coconut Oil and Shea Butter moisturize, and 

help accelerate the exfoliation process of dead, dry, damaged cell layers.  

The use of natural exfoliators (Bamboo Powder and Ivory Seed Powder) with gentle, 

uniform spherical particles provides non-abrasive exfoliation due to the lack of sharp 

edges. Sodium Bicarbonate provides a polishing effect while Nangai Oil moisturizes the 

lips afterwards for soft, smooth lips.  LipSmooth will improve condition of lips for smooth 

and even application of LipSense. 

 

Key Ingredients and Benefits 

SenePlex+ Complex – kinetic enzyme that increases cellular renewal.  

Canarium Indicum Seed Oil (Nangai Oil) – a natural oil derived from the Nangai nut 

that helps skin maintain moisture. 

Cocos Nucifera (Coconut Oil) and Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (Shea Butter) – 

helps moisturize and accelerate the exfoliation process of dead, dry, damage cell 

layers. 



Natural Exfoliators - Bambusa Arundinacea Stem Powder (Bamboo Powder) and 

Phytelephas Aequatorialis Seed Powder (Ivory Seed Powder) – provides gentle 

non-abrasive exfoliation due to uniform spherical particles. 

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride - acts as a base; an oily liquid made from coconut oil. 

Moringa Oil - the most stable oil in nature, full of radiance boosting fatty acids, vitamin 

A & vitamin C skin-smoothing de-puffing, possesses exceptional oxidative stability and 

acts as a moisturizer and skin conditioner. 

Murumuru Seed Butter - an emollient ingredient that works to keep moisture in skin 

and soften its texture. 

Sodium Bicarbonate (Baking Soda) – provides a polishing effect.  

Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice (Aloe Vera) - most known for moisturizing, soothing, 

and healing. 

Retinyl Palmitate (Vitamin A) - Vitamin A is fundamental for increasing skin elasticity 

and thickening of the epidermis and the dermis. Vitamin A plays an important role in 

RNA synthesis, known for its cellular renewal properties that speed up exfoliation to 

reveal younger, plumper skin cells which produces new and healthy cells in the skin and 

the body. This process of cell renewal and exfoliation helps to reduce the appearance of 

fine lines, wrinkles, and skin irregularities. Studies have shown that Vitamin A is 

effective in slowing down skin aging and in reducing the number and depth of wrinkles. 

A regression of pigmented spots has been demonstrated in medical studies with regular 

use of Vitamin A. 

Tocopherol Acetate (Vitamin E) - Vitamin E is a strong anti-oxidant essential for 

maintaining the activities of enzymes in the cells. Vitamin E is a dynamic weapon 

against premature aging and combating wrinkles by neutralizing free radicals to stop the 

chain reaction of molecular damage and to protect the skin against oxidation. 

 

LipSense LipSmooth Conditioning Polish Directions for Use 

Apply LipSmooth Conditioning Polish to clean lips and gently polish away dull skin 

before going to bed. Rinse with water. Follow with LipSense Moisturizing Lip Balm, 

LipVolumizer or LipSense Gloss. Use two to three times a week for soft, smooth lips. 


